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In Response To Question:
Will I meet a new man soon?

Your Card Interpretation
The cards that came up in your own 5-card spread in answer to this yes/no question
were as follows:
Your Reading
Q: Will I meet a new man soon?

Cross—Tree—MAN—Storks—Clouds
Burden, Troubles—Health, Karma—MAN/MEN—New beginnings—Uncertainty
Centre Card
The centre card, at the heart of your reading, is the MAN.
This card may represent a particular man or it may represent men in general. You
did not mention whether or not you specified the Man as a keycard when you
performed your reading, but here, I will assume that you didn't, and that the card fell
at the centre of your spread naturally.
This just tells you that your reading is 'about' men or a particular man at the core and
that this is at the root of your question and situation.
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Central Cards:
Tree-Man: This suggests a man's or men's health, vitality and energy, and also
possibly to karma, as the Tree often relates to spiritual and 'lifeforce' issues also. In
this context and for this question, it may simply refer to 'male energy' in general in
your life.
Man-Storks: As the Storks represent new beginnings and fresh starts in general,
this could represent a specific 'new man' as per your question (although I would
probably expect to see the Rider in the spread if this was the case) or a new start
with men in general in your life.
Mirrored Cards:
This looks at the mirrored cards surrounding the issues at the centre.
Cross-Clouds: The combination of the burden or pressure represented by the
Cross alongside the uncertainty shown by the Clouds indicates serious issues
around there being uncertainty or that the uncertainty causes pressure, even
depression. It may just indicate a sort of downness about not-knowing.
Tree-Storks: A new start in health or vitality; new karma, a renewed energy and
vigour. Bouncing back, a new lease of life.
Taken all together as an overview, your reading suggests a renewed vigour and
energy with regard to men in your life, and meeting new men, possibly mixed with
feeling down due to uncertainty as to whether you are actually going to meet
somebody new or not.

Reading the Chain of Your 5 Cards in More Detail
Cross—Tree—MAN—Storks—Clouds
Cross-Tree:
A health or energy burden, negative energy or health and vitality depleted, a karmic
or spiritual crisis.
Tree-Man As above, a man's or men's health, vitality and energy, and also possibly
to karma, spiritual or 'lifeforce' issues also. In this context and for this question, it
may simply refer to 'male energy' in general in your life.
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Man-Storks: As above, new beginnings and fresh starts in general, either with a
specific 'new man' as per your question or a new start with men in general in your
life.
Storks-Clouds: An uncertain new beginning, a lack of clarity as to whether there
will be a new start or not
This suggests a lot of past negativity about this issue, perhaps pressure, or feeling
drained by it, and with regard to the male energy in your life. It may be that you
have felt a degree of 'bad' or negative karma around it or around men in general.
The cards indicate a potential new start with regard to this issue, although they
show this is by no means a certainty and nothing is fixed or set in stone, so they
don't suggest that this is something you'll be able to know for sure.

Further details about each card
Here, we combine each card with all of the following cards to get a more detailed
picture
Cross: About the associated burden or pressure
Cross-Tree: A health or energy burden, negative energy
Cross-Man: Man troubles, male burden
Cross-Storks: A new start after troubles, or pressure over a new start
Cross-Clouds: The pressures of uncertainty
This shows a lot of negative energy around this issue; pressure around men in
general or previous man troubles, pressure to start again, and pressure or feeling
down that a new start may be uncertain.
Tree: About the health, vitality or energy involved
Tree-Man
Tree-Storks
Tree-Clouds
This indicates that a lot of this may be to do with your karma, drive and vitality
around men or male energy, a new energy or karma, but an uncertainty or
fuzziness around it or what karma may bring.
Man: About men or male energy in your life
Man-Storks A new man, men or new start with men in general
Man-Clouds Uncertainty about men or as to whether there will be one
So again, this is just talking about a new start with men and uncertainty around it
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Storks: About the new beginning
Storks-Clouds Uncertainty over a new start or what the future will bring

Overall Reading Summary
Q: Will I meet a new man soon?
Rather than giving a simple yes/no answer to your question, the layout seems to be
centring more on the root issues around the question itself. It doesn't give the
definitive 'yes' answer that I think you were hoping for. Instead, it just tells you that
there is no certainty about this issue.
What your reading does suggest is that you are putting a lot of, perhaps too much,
pressure on yourself around meeting a new man and on knowing for sure. I would
start by asking myself why the need for a new man feels like such a big issue and why
you are placing so much importance on it. The cards are showing that there has been
quite a lot of negativity associated with men or a man in your past: might it perhaps
the case that you are afraid that there is bad karma or bad energy of some kind in
your relationships with men? The presence of the Storks of course indicates that
there is always the possibility of making a fresh start in this area, but the Clouds
show that whether it happens or not is not something set in stone for you by Fate.
This indicates that this is something that in your own hands to resolve or make a
fresh start on. I would begin by making sure you understand why whatever has
happened in the past in the past has happened, so you are able to create the kind of
new beginning you are seeking.

Disclaimer:
All Lozzy's Lenormand readings are for entertainment purposes only and no guarantee can be given
as to the accuracy of a reading. All users are responsible for their own life choices and decisions.
Lozzy's Lenormand is not qualified to give legal, medical, financial or other advice. If a user requires
advice of this kind, they should seek a suitable licensed professional. Please note that this reading
service is confidential and strictly for over-18s only.
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